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driven approach. This context-driven machine translation system needs a different type of dictionary, which stores not only the English translation of a Filipino word but also the keywords or context words associated with the use of that word. The context words will be checked first before selecting the most appropriate translation of a word. In other words, this dictionary that we need should be designed for word-sense disambiguation.



ABSTRACT This paper presents a unique, maintainable, electronic natural language Filipino to English dictionary, which stores not only the meaning or the English translation of a Filipino word but also the keywords associated with the use of such a word. This paper also discusses the design of this different kind of dictionary and how an ambiguous Filipino word, its English translation, and its keywords were collected. For the implementation, a database system was created for the dictionary, and it was filled with 1135 entries in the meantime.



2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS Building a machine translation system is a complex task, and it will hardly be possible without its knowledge base, or in this case, the dictionary. One may be tempted to use a soft copy of a human readable dictionary, just like the one used in [15]. It, however, may also lead to the random selection approach to translation because an entry in the dictionary has a number of meanings. The different meanings are usually numbered, and within a particular number, there are a number of options, each of which is separated by a comma. So we cannot expect a good translation system without using a different kind of dictionary.



Keywords Filipino-English dictionary, context-driven machine translation system, word-sense disambiguation.



1. INTRODUCTION The Filipino language, like English, also has several ambiguous words, or words with multiple meanings or senses. So the translation of a Filipino word to English requires the selection of appropriate meaning or translation, if the word can mean different things depending on how it is used in a sentence. Consider the Filipino word tubo. It can mean sugarcane, profit, pipe, or growth [2]. If the system randomly chooses any of the possible options during translation, it may render the Filipino sentence “Kinain ko ang tubo.” into “I ate the pipe.” when translated into English. In this case, the translation “I ate the pipe.” is not an acceptable translation of the sentence, and it greatly differs from the correct English translation, which should be “I ate the sugarcane.” Thus the approach of randomly selecting an English word as the equivalent word to the Filipino word in question is prone to errors.



One may use some free online machine translation applications in the Internet like Google Translate [4], Babel fish [20], Windows Live Translator [19], Gram Trans [7], Promt [13], and many others. Only a few of them translate Filipino into English. One of them is Google Translate [4]. It can already translate Filipino sentences into English, but it cannot translate correctly Filipino words with the same spelling but have different meanings. For instance, the English translation of the Filipino sentence “Siya ay nasa sala.” (He or she is in the living room.) is translated into “He is in the offender.” [5]. Furthermore, InterTran translates this same sentence as “He are nasa sin.” [9]. The Google Translate uses statistical machine translation and generates its dictionary by feeding the computer billion of words of text consisting of monolingual text in the target language and aligned text (human translation between the languages) [6]. However, statistical machine translation compared with rule-based requires large amount of text in both languages, which most language pairs are not available. Its generated dictionary contains all likely word combinations for both languages, which consumes a lot of memory and takes much processing time compared to rule-based dictionaries [12]. For the statistical machine translation, unless it encounters words that don’t exist in the dictionary, it produces good quality translation. However, the translation may bear very little relation to the source sentence, while with rule-based system, a bad translation will look like



One solution to the problem of likely rendering the incorrect translation of a word is to distinguish one word from the other words with the same spelling by the use of the different types of accents. This solution, however, is impractical because computer keyboards do not provide vowels with a certain type of accents. Users simply type the Filipino words without including accents. Even the available printed materials like books, magazine, newspapers, etc. generally don’t include accents in the text. When people read those printed materials, they can easily get the correct meaning of what they read because they know the context of the word. That is not possible with the existing machine translation systems. It is, therefore, necessary that we find another solution. We propose a machine translation system that uses the context-
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garbage. In addition, parallel text is expensive to generate. Human translation ranges from $0.05 -$0.25 per word, and millions of words are needed as training data for high quality statistical machine translation results [17].



[18] served as the basis for extracting some common words and the additional pieces of information were extracted from the Tagalog-English Dictionary by Leo James English. Furthermore, the 100 most frequent Filipino words according to Dr. Curtis McFarland [11] were also included.



In 2004, a unidirectional machine translator was developed, which translates Tagalog sentences into Cebuano [3]. It produced good results, but it does not handle ambiguity resolution and is only limited to a one to one mapping of words and part of speech. The system wrongly translated namatay to pinaagi in Cebuano, which should have been namatay also in Cebuano. In addition, [1] presented an automated approach in resolving target word selection based on ‘word-to-sense’ and ‘sense-to-word’ relationship between source words and its translations, utilizing syntactic relationships (subject-verb, verb-object, adjective-noun). It, however, only translates English sentences into Filipino, not the other way around.



Figure 1 shows the structure of a dictionary entry. Each entry is composed of the Filipino headword, part of speech, English translation, and the keywords. The English translation part is composed of the lemma, which is the direct English translation of the Filipino headword, and the paradigm of the lemma, which specifies the irregular formation of the word.



This research tries to approach the problem of word ambiguity by creating a special kind of electronic Filipino-English dictionary, designed to have one to many mapping of words and considers the context words of ambiguous Filipino words in the sentence before rendering the translation. Moreover, the paradigm used in this Filipino-English dictionary adopts the paradigm used in [15]. This dictionary also used the tilde (~) sign for regular forms and specified in the paradigm the irregular form of the word. Furthermore, in our paradigm especially on the verbs, the singular and plural past forms were given two slots instead of one.



Figure 1: Structure of a dictionary



3.1.1.2 Homographs A homograph is one of a group of words that share the same spelling but have different meanings [8]. Thus Filipino words with the same spelling but have different meanings or English translations are homographs. Figure 2 shows how the homographs are stored in this Filipino-English dictionary. In the dictionary, each homograph is a separate Filipino headword and is stored as a different dictionary entry. Take for instance the word buhay. If it is used as a noun, it means life, but if used as an adjective, it means alive. Thus these words are stored as two dictionary entries with the same headword buhay but have different part of speech and English translation.



3. THE DICTIONARY This electronic Filipino-English dictionary uses the infinitive forms of the verbs as entries for verbs and headwords for nonverbs for easy look up. The words used in this dictionary that we are constructing were extracted from [2] but we added the context words to differentiate one word from the other of same spelling. Since this dictionary stores the infinitive forms of the verbs, it needs the help of a morphological analyzer that returns the infinitive form of a verb, its tense, and its affix(es) described in [16]. So this type of dictionary is of great help to achieve a Filipino-English context-driven machine translation system.



In addition, the homographs might have the same spelling but differ in part of speech, English translation, or pronunciation. But as long as the Filipino words have different English translation, they can be considered as homographs regardless of their part of speech, pronunciation, or keywords.



3.1 Making the Dictionary Lexemes This electronic Filipino-English dictionary was designed to be a collection of lexemes. Each lexeme is composed of the Filipino word as the headword, English translation (lemma and the paradigm), and keywords (context words). The proper collection of the lexeme is necessary in building a reliable Filipino-English electronic dictionary. In this subsection, we present how each lexeme was created:



3.1.1 Collecting the Headwords Headwords are Filipino words, which are to be translated into English. Two kinds of headwords were identified: common words and homographs.



3.1.1.1 Common Words The common words are Filipino words, which do not have multiple meanings. These include Filipino terms of basic words, numbers, time and date, places, directions, travel, and some shopping words [18]. Since online Tagalog dictionary contains commonly used words, the www.yeepe.com Tagalog dictionary



Figure 2: Storing Filipino homograph in the dictionary
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Figure 3: Database structure



3.1.2 Selecting the Appropriate Meaning (English Translation) It’s lucky enough if the Filipino word has a single English word (meaning) as its translation. If the word encountered, however, is like lapas with its English meaning: a species of fish sometimes called in the market dalagang-bukid (dalagambukid), would one consider it as an English translation in place of the single word lapas? So then, a single English word that encompasses the same meaning will have to be searched, which will result to fusilier.



4.



Adjective: comparative degree, superlative degree



5.



Adverb: comparative degree, superlative degree



Table 1. Parts of speech, symbols, and paradigms Part of Speech Nouns



Symbol



Paradigm



n



Plural form (~) Objective case, possessive case (~,~) Present singular, present plural, singular past, plural past, present participle, past participle (~,~,~,~,~,~) Comparative degree, superlative degree (~,~) Comparative, superlative (~,~) None



Pronoun



pron



Verb



vt (transitive) or vi (intransitive)



Since the Tagalog-English Dictionary [2] defined each Filipino word in English, in which it describes what the word was like, a compressed English translation was made. If the word has multiple English translations but points to a single general meaning, then it can be summed up to a word or group of words, which expresses the general meaning.



Adjective



adj



3.1.3 Completing the wordforms in the paradigm



Adverb



adv



The wordforms or variations of the lemma depend on the headword’s part of speech; whether it’s a noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, or adverb. The wordforms make up the paradigm of the lemma. For instance, the wordform that comprises the paradigm for the noun is the plural form. Furthermore, wordforms in the paradigm are arranged in the following manner:



Preposition Conjunctio n Interjection



1.



Noun: plural form



2.



Pronoun: objective case, possessive case



3.



Verb: present singular, present plural, singular past, plural past, present participle, past participle



Article



prep. conj.



None



interj



None



art



None



If the headword is a preposition, conjunction or interjection, no wordforms in the paradigm are necessary. In addition, each wordform in the paradigm is represented as tilde sign (~) if
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regular; otherwise the irregular form is placed. Table 1 shows the format of the paradigm, that is, items enclosed in parentheses.



3.2 Dictionary Structure The database structure is shown in Figure 3. The dictionary is composed of xml files whose filenames are a to z. Figure 3 also shows the hierarchy of each element in the dictionary. Under each xml file are words (Filipino headwords), which start with the same letter as the xml file. Each xml file contains entries alphabetically ordered according to the Filipino headword. Under each word are elements, which comprise the information about the Filipino headword, namely: part of speech, English translation, and keywords.



For example, the plural form of child is not childs but children, so instead of putting the tilde sign (~), children will be placed in the slot. If the English translation is a phrase and its plural form can be formed by adding –s or –es to last the word in the phrase, then this will also be represented as tilde (~). If not, then the plural phrase will be entered. For instance, the English translation of dama is “maid of honor.” Its plural form is “maids of honor,” not “maid of honors.” So instead of placing tilde (~), “maids of honor” was entered. The entries with tilde signs (~) are still to be interpreted by the translator by applying the rules of the English grammar. Note that an article is a determiner, but is included for the translation of a complete sentence.



Moreover, unlike other Filipino dictionaries, each word entry or headword is a separate entity from its root word. Each headword is not dependent on its root word but is a separate entity, which can give the translator easy access to the database without extracting its root word. Since this dictionary includes homographs, headwords may repeat more than once as long as they don’t have the same English translation (or meaning).



3.1.4 Choosing the keywords for the homographs Keyword, as defined by www.wikipedia.com [10], is a word or concept of special significance. Indeed, in our dictionary, keywords were the ones used to distinguish one homograph from the other, thus giving them special significance. Since this is a Filipino-English dictionary, then the keywords are also Filipino words. Keywords are the context words or the surrounding words of the Filipino homograph in the sentence. They can help in obtaining the correct meaning or translation of the homograph being considered. Consider the sentence mentioned in the previous section “Ang tubo ay kinain ko.” In the sentence, the word tubo is a homograph. Considering the words surrounding the word tubo, we can tell that the keyword in the sentence is kinain. In identifying the keywords of the homograph, the words associated in that homograph were collected and comprised the keywords. The keywords for the word tubo with the meaning sugarcane can be kinain, matamis, bukid, and other words, which can be associated with use of tubo as something edible like sugarcane. A difference in part of speech of a homograph can also be used in deciding what the ambiguous word really means in the sentence. An example is the word buhay. It can mean life if used as a noun, or it can mean alive, if used as an adjective. In this case, a distinction between the two has now been identified. In addition, having phrases instead of a word can be considered as keywords. Just like what www.redalkemi.com [14] suggested in creating keywords for a website. It suggested that instead of single words, phrases relevant to the site should be made in creating its tags in order to have an optimum performance in helping visitors find the site. This idea can also be applied in creating keywords for a homograph. Consider the following sentence “Tinawag ng mama ang mama ko.” The two mama’s are both nouns but differ in pronunciation, and have different meanings. The word phrase “mama ko” can differentiate one from the other, which can refer the first mama as man and the second one as mother.



Figure 4: Sample a.xml code



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS The dictionary was filled with one thousand one hundred thirtyfive (1135) entries; nine hundred seventy-five (975) of them were Filipino homographs. In addition, 19 xml files were created with file names: a, b, d, e, g, h, i, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, w, and y. The xml files for words starting with c, f, j, q, v, x, z were not yet created and could still be added in the future. Figure 4 shows a sample xml file.



How each homograph can be used in every possible sentence must be identified in order to complete its keywords. A continuous search for more keywords, with which each homograph is used in a sentence, is still needed.



As shown in Figure 4, under the  tag are  tags, and under each  tag are the pieces of information about the word (Filipino word). Each xml file was in the collection named dictionary inside the Sedna database, and each xml file could be extracted from the database using the Sedna Admin GUI. The hierarchy presented in the previous section was being followed and could be noticed in the sample xml code in Figure 4. The data
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in each tag were separated by commas. Moreover, keywords or key phrases were also separated by commas.



[8] “Homograph,” wikipedia.org, Available Online: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homograph, [Accessed: Oct. 16, 2008].



Notice that the part of speech was not spelled out; its abbreviation was being used instead. The symbols or abbreviations of the parts of speech being used inside the Filipino-English dictionary are shown in Table 1 above.



[9] “InterTran,” stars21.com, Available Online: http://www.stars21.com/translator/filipino_to_english.h tml, [Accessed: Oct. 6, 2008].



The dictionary was also designed with interfaces that would make each entry in the database manageable. One could add, edit, delete, or view the entries entered in the database.



[10] “Keyword,” wikipedia.org, Available Online: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyword, [Accessed: Oct. 8, 2008].



5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS



[11] McFarland, C., “A CAI Program for Teaching Filipino,” Proc. of the Tenth International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics. Puerto Princesa City, Palawan, Philippines. (2006). Available Online: http://www.sil.org/asia/philippines/ical/papers.html.



A unique and maintainable Filipino-English dictionary was presented. The dictionary was filled with one thousand one hundred thirty-five (1135) dictionary entries stored in nineteen (19) xml files. Nine hundred seventy-five (975) of the entries were homographs. The dictionary entries included keywords that had been identified so far. It was designed in such a way that every piece of information in the dictionary entry was editable (except for the Filipino headword). By doing this, one could easily make changes and maintain the dictionary, most especially the addition of more keywords.



[12] O’Regan, J. “Apertium: Open Source Machine Translation,” (July, 2008). Available Online: http://linuxgazette.net/152/oregan.html, [Accessed: Oct. 18, 2008]. [13] “Promt Translator,” 2003-2008. Available Online: http://www.onlinetranslator.com/text_Translation.aspx, [Accessed: Oct. 6, 2008].



Our future works include the addition of more lexemes or entries to include all possible Filipino words. The idiomatic expressions will also be considered. The addition of more keywords, even for the existing entries, are still necessary because the language is still evolving, that is, words will be used in new context in the future. Once these additional features are already in placed, then a context-driven machine translation system can greatly benefit from this dictionary.



[14] RedAlkemi Syndicate, “Keyword Research for Search Engine Optimization,” (2006). Available Online: http://www.redalkemi.com/articles/keyword-researcharticle.php. [15] Roxas, R., “A Prototype Machine Translation of Simple English or Filipino Sentences Using Interlingua,” MS Thesis, University of the Philippines Los Baños (1998).
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